Preliminaries - Group B

5 x Yellow Card  8 x 2 Min  0 x Red Card  0 x Exclusion

Results

NOR 27 - 22 GER
(15-9) (12-13)

Referees: SOKOL Vladimir (CRO)
POSAVEC Josip (CRO)

Norway

Coach: BREIVIK Marit

Time outs: 2

Germany

Coach: EMRICH Armin

Time outs: 2

Attacks

Team | All | Player Majority | Player Minority | Position Attacks | FB | Ind. FB | Team FB | TO | TO
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
NOR | 27/58 | 47 | 7/14 | 50 | 0/2 | 50 | 22/50 | 44 | 5/6 | 63 | 16 | 28
GER | 22/59 | 37 | 1/4 | 25 | 27 | 29 | 22/59 | 37 | 1/0 | 10 | 17

LEGEND

% Efficiency  6mC 6m Centre Shots  9m 9m Shots  7mP 7m Penalty Shots  Wing  Wing Shots
BT Breakthroughs FB Fast Breaks Ind.FB Individual Fast Breaks TO Turnover TP Time Played
G/Att. Goals / Attacks YC Yellow Cards RC Red Cards 2M 2 Min. Suspensions
marked player number indicate 'player award'
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